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Stiffness and Hooke's Law 
When a force is applied to a string, rope, wire 

etc it extends.  

 

The stiffness k (in Nm-1) of the string, rope, 

wire etc is the force required to produce unit 

extension 

.  

where F is the applied force (in N) and x is the 

extension (in m).  

i.e: k = F/x 

2  
If a graph of F against x is a straight line, as 

shown below .....  

 
..... the stiffness k is the gradient - and is a con-

stant. The sample of material is then said to obey 

Hooke's Law.  
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Work 

When a force F  

(in N) moves a 

body through a 

distance s (in m) the work done W (in J) on 

the body is given by the following equation:  

W = F s 

4  
Sometimes the force  

F is not in the same  

direction as the  

displacement s,  

as shown in the  

example here:  

 

In this case the work done  

is given by the formula: 

 
 

where  is the angle between F and s.  

W = F scos  
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Energy 
Energy (in J) is the capacity to do work. i.e.  

If a body has energy it can move something with 

a force.  
 

There are different forms of energy - with differ-

ent equations to calculate the energy in each 

case:  
 

Gravitational potential energy (g.p.e.) is the 

energy a body has because it is in a gravitational 

field.  

6  
When one mass is moved further away from  

another mass its g.p.e. increases.  

In a uniform gravitational field (such as that near 

the earth's surface) the increase in gravitational 

energy Egrav (in J) when a mass m (in kg)  

is raised through  

a height h (in m)  

is given by the formula:  

 
Egrav = mg h 

where g is the gravitational  

field strength  

(9.81 Nkg-1 near the earth's surface).  
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Kinetic energy Ek (in J) is the energy a body 

has because it is in motion.  

 

Ek is given by the formula:  

 
 

where m is the mass of the body (in kg) and v is 

its velocity (in ms-1).  

Ek = 1/2mv2
  

8  Conservation of Energy 

"Energy can change form (be transferred),  

but cannot be created or destroyed."  
 

For example, when a body falls under gravity, as 

shown here ..... it loses  

gravitational potential energy, but gains the same 

amount of kinetic energy  

(assuming no energy is converted  

to heat through air resistance).  

i.e. Loss of g.p.e. = gain of k.e.  

i.e. mg h = 1/2mv2  
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Power 
Power P (in watts W) is defined as the rate at 

which work is done.  

 

where W is the work done  

(or energy transferred) (in J) and  

t is the time taken (in s).  

W = F s (see above)  

Therefore P also = F s/ t = Fv (force x velocity).  

i.e. P = W/ t 
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Projectiles 
The key to solving projectile problems is:  

(1) to treat the vertical and horizontal com-

ponents of the motion separately and  

(2) (2) to remember that the vertical motion 

is uniformly accelerated, whereas there is 

no horizontal acceleration - i.e. the hori-

zontal component of the velocity is con-

stant.  
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The simplest type of situation is shown below:  

12  
The situation shown below can be dealt with  

using a similar method, but you have to start by 

working out the horizontal and vertical  

components of the projectile's initial velocity - 

i.e. Vcos  and Vsin .  
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Viscosity 
Fluids with high viscosity (e.g. honey, treacle, 

etc) flow slowly through pipes, out of containers, 

etc. When a body moves through a very viscous 

fluid there is a large viscous drag force. The  

reverse is true for fluids with low viscosity  

(e.g. water, etc). The coefficient of viscosity   

of a fluid tells us how viscous it is.  can be  

related to the viscous drag F on a sphere of radius 

r travelling at constant velocity v through the 

fluid, as shown next:  

14  
The formula that relates  

the variables is called Stokes' Law:  

 

The units of  are Nsm-2.  

e.g.   

viscosity of water ~ 1.0 x 10-3 Nsm-2 

viscosity of air~ 1.8 x 10-5 Nsm-2  

The viscosities of most fluids are very sensitive to 

temperature:  

 goes down as temperature goes up  

 F = 6 r v 
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Terminal Velocity 
Consider a ball-bearing falling through a liquid.  

It has 3 forces acting on it, as shown below:  

16  
The weight W is a constant force. It is given by:  

 

W = mg = density of steel x volume of sphere x g                          

 = 4/3 r3
steelg  where steel = density of steel  

 

The upthrust U is also a constant force.  

According to Archimedes' Principle:  

U = weight of fluid displaced  

= density of fluid x volume of sphere x g  

= 4/3 r3
fluidg     where fluid = density of fluid  

 
 

The viscous drag F, however, increases as the 

velocity of the sphere increases. According to 

Stokes' Law:    F = 6 r v  


